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Lemony Snicket returns with the last book before the last book of his bestselling Series of

Unfortunate Events. Scream and run away before the secrets of the series are revealed! Very little

is known about Lemony Snicket and A Series of Unfortunate Events. What we do know is contained

in the following brief list: o The books have inexplicably sold millions and millions of copies

worldwide o People in more than 40 countries are consumed by consuming Snicket o The movie

was as sad as the books, if not more so o Like unrefrigerated butter and fungus, the popularity of

these books keeps spreading Even less is known about book the twelfth in this alarming

phenomenon. What we do know is contained in the following brief list:  o In this book, things only get

worse o Count Olaf is still evil o The Baudelaire orphans do not win a contest  o The title begins with

the word, â€²Theâ€² Sometimes, ignorance is bliss. Ages 10+
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Book eleven in A Series of Unfortuante Events, THE GRIM GROTTO, didn't live up to my high

expectations. Actually, it was one of my least favorite books I had ever read. I prayed to God that

the twelth installment wouldn't be a stinker, and thank goodness, it wasn't. Infact, THE

PENULTIMATE PERIL is now my number one favorite in Lemony Snicket's thirteen-book series.



There was just so much to like about it, but there was one main reason that made me appreciate it

over all the others. Every ASOUE book tends to be a little more mature than your average children's

book, but this one is a hundred times more intense than each of the others. Like the Baudelaires

realize midway through the story, they are no longer children (except for Sunny) proving that the

events of their lives are no longer kid stuff. If you thought book six of Harry Potter was intense, wait

till you try reading THE PENULTIMATE PERIL...Right from the first chapter of this brilliantly-written

novel, the Baudelaires know that the things they're about to face are like no other. A fellow V.F.D.

member has them disguised as hotel conceirges at Hotel Denouement, where they will pretend to

be your average "hotel helper" while secretly being on the look-out for any villains that might try to

cause chaos to the upcoming V.F.D. meeting. I thought that making the setting a hotel was a great

idea, as one of the most interesting places in the world is a hotel. This led up for some hilarious

scenes involving some of ASOUE's best characters, although it also led for some extremely

depressing scenes that may fill your eyes with tears. After all, there's a reason why Lemony Snicket

warns you not to read this book and pick up something much more delightful.
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